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Abstract

Answering questions in a university’s entrance ex-
amination like Gaokao in China challenges AI tech-
nology. As a preliminary attempt to take up this
challenge, we focus on multiple-choice questions
in Gaokao, and propose a three-stage approach
that exploits and extends information retrieval tech-
niques. Taking Wikipedia as the source of knowl-
edge, our approach obtains knowledge relevant to
a question by retrieving pages from Wikipedia via
string matching and context-based disambiguation,
and then ranks and filters pages using multiple
strategies to draw critical evidence, based on which
the truth of each option is assessed via relevance-
based entailment. It achieves encouraging results
on real-life questions in recent history tests, signif-
icantly outperforming baseline approaches.

1 Introduction
A recently very hot AI challenge is to have the computer
pass entrance examinations at different levels of education.
The Todai Robot Project [Fujita et al., 2014] aims to de-
velop a problem solving system that can pass the University
of Tokyo’s entrance examination. China has launched a sim-
ilar project focusing on four out of the nine subjects tested in
the National Higher Education Entrance Examination (com-
monly known as Gaokao), namely Chinese, mathematics, ge-
ography, and history. Recently, the Project Aristo [Clark,
2015] invites contributions to passing the Elementary School
Science and Math Exams.

As a preliminary attempt to take up the Gaokao challenge,
we aim to develop an approach to automatically answering
multiple-choice questions in Gaokao. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample question in history tests, consisting of a stem and four
options as possible answers. The stem is different from and
more complex than one-sentence-long factoid questions han-
dled by existing approaches to question answering. It starts
with several background sentences that are indispensable for
understanding and answering the question; without that, the
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The Effectiveness of Confucianism chapter of the Xunzi said: “(The King of 
Zhou) ruled the land and founded seventy-one (feudal) states, of which fifty-
three (governors) were from the Ji family.” It shows that in the Zhou Dynasty, 
feoffments were mainly granted to relatives. The King of Zhou would invest 
those relatives with

A. title and cattle                                             B. land and cattle
C. land and population (the correct answer)   D. population and iron plows

Figure 1: An example multiple-choice question in history
tests, translated from Chinese. In particular, the quote un-
derlined is translated from Classical Chinese.

lead-in sentence at the end of the stem would not be a self-
contained question. For instance, the lead-in sentence in
Fig. 1 would be confusing without knowing from the previ-
ous background sentences that those relatives refer to those
being feoffed. Besides, such a stem often includes domain-
specific expressions, like quotes in Classical Chinese in his-
tory (which are difficult to understand by speakers of modern
Chinese), formulas in mathematics, and maps in geography.
Multiple-sentence-long questions1 and their domain-specific
expressions would invalidate existing solutions to seman-
tic parsing and question answering [Kolomiyets and Moens,
2011; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant and Liang, 2014;
Yih et al., 2015]. The task here also differs from the read-
ing comprehension tasks in QA4MRE [Peñas et al., 2013]
and MCTest [Richardson et al., 2013]. In that task, the cor-
rect answer resides in a given document, whereas to answer
a question in Gaokao, searching external resources for addi-
tional knowledge2 would be an essential component of the
problem solving process. For instance, the question in Fig. 1
aims to test whether a student is aware that feoffments in the

Zhou Dynasty mainly consisted of land and population; this
fact is certainly not given in the stem.

The above distinctive features of the challenge would call
for a new problem solving framework for automatically an-
swering a multiple-choice question in Gaokao. We propose a
three-stage framework as shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, knowledge
that is relevant to a given question is recollected from a mem-
ory. Secondly, after filtering out non-essential knowledge, ev-

1For example, in the 2014 Gaokao in Beijing, the average num-
ber of sentences contained in the stem of a multiple-choice question
in the history test is 2.5, and the maximum number is 5.

2The term ”knowledge” is used in a common sense in this paper.
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Figure 2: Overview of the approach.

idence is drawn. Finally, based on the evidence, reasoning is
performed to check each option; and the option that is most
likely to be true will be returned as the answer.

In our implementation of the framework, as shown in
Fig. 2, (Chinese) Wikipedia is taken as the memory since
it covers a wide range of knowledge and is freely accessi-
ble. Relevant knowledge is recollected by retrieving a set of
pages from Wikipedia that match the question in two specific
ways and thus may provide useful knowledge for answer-
ing the question. The subset of pages that are truly useful
are regarded as evidence, which is drawn by ranking the re-
trieved pages according to multiple strategies for evaluating
their usefulness, and filtering out bottom-ranked ones. The
contents of the remaining pages will entail each option to
some extent, based on which its truth is assessed.

Our contribution is threefold.

• We are among the first to take up the Gaokao challenge.
After showing its difficulty and its difference from exist-
ing research problems, we propose a three-stage frame-
work for answering multiple-choice questions.

• Our implementation of the framework exploits and ex-
tends information retrieval techniques. It retrieves pages
from Wikipedia by string matching and context-based
disambiguation, ranks and filters pages according to cen-
trality, problem domain, and relevance, and accesses the
truth of each option via relevance-based entailment.

• Our approach achieves encouraging results on a set of
real-life questions collected from recent history tests.
The dataset is accessible to the research community.

2 Approach
A multiple-choice question q consists of a string sq called
stem and a set of strings Oq called options; only one of Oq

is the correct answer to sq to be found. Our approach to an-
swering q comprises three stages: retrieving pages, ranking
and filtering pages, and assessing options.

2.1 Retrieving Pages
To acquire knowledge for answering q, two types of pages
that match q in different ways are retrieved from Wikipedia:
concept pages and quote pages.

Retrieving Concept Pages
Some concepts mentioned in q, like the Zhou Dynasty and fe-

offment in Fig. 1, can give clues about q; their descriptions
may provide useful knowledge for answering q. The descrip-
tion of a concept can be acquired from a Wikipedia page ti-
tled this concept, called a concept page. To retrieve concept

Algorithm 1: Retrieving Concept Pages
Data: A set of Wikipedia pages P and a string t to be

matched.
Result: A set of concept pages PC(t) ✓ P .

1 Initialize PC(t) to an empty set;
2 while t is not an empty string do
3 Find the subset of pages P 0 ✓ P whose titles are

prefixes of t;
4 if P 0

is not an empty set then
5 Find p 2 P 0 that has the longest title lt;
6 if lt is not on the stopword list then
7 Add p to PC(t);
8 Remove the prefix lt from t;
9 else

10 Remove the first character (or word) from t;
11 return PC(t);

Feudalism may refer to:
• Feudalism (in China), existed during the Shang and the Zhou dynasty, and was replaced 

by centralization of authority during and after the Qin dynasty…
• Feudalism (in Europe), prevailed in the Middle Ages from the 5th to the 15th century…
• Feudalism (in Japan), originated from ritsuryo in the Heian period from the 8th to the 

12th century…

Figure 3: The contents of an example disambiguation page,
translated from Chinese. (Links are underlined.)

pages, we match the titles of Wikipedia pages to q. Specifi-
cally, we adopt the simple yet effective leftmost longest prin-
ciple. As shown in Algorithm 1, by repeatedly searching the
stem sq (as the input t) for leftmost longest matches of page
titles and skipping those on a predefined stopword list, a set
of concept pages PC(sq) are retrieved. Each option o 2 Oq

is processed analogously, resulting in PC(o).
A retrieved concept page may belong to two categories of

special pages in Wikipedia: disambiguation page and redirect
page. Such a page needs to be replaced by another page as
follows, to acquire the description of the desired concept.

Firstly, a concept name can be ambiguous. For instance,
Feudalism has different forms in different countries, corre-
sponding to different concepts. A retrieved concept page
titled such an ambiguous concept name is usually a disam-

biguation page, as illustrated in Fig. 3. It contains not the
detailed description of any concept but links to other pages
that describe concepts having the same name. Each link is
accompanied by a short description (usually one or several
sentences) of the corresponding concept for disambiguation
purposes. Therefore, to acquire the detailed description of
the desired concept, a retrieved disambiguation page is to be
replaced by one of the concept pages it links to, i.e., to dis-
ambiguate an ambiguous concept name in q. To this end, we
leverage other concepts appearing in q as contextual informa-
tion for disambiguation.

Formally, given a retrieved disambiguation page dp(cn) ti-
tled an ambiguous concept name cn appearing in q, which
contains links to a set of disambiguated concept pages P (cn),
we need to replace dp(cn) with one page in P (cn). To find
the correct one, let PT (cn) be the set of other page titles
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found in q by Algorithm 1. Let abstr(p) and body(p) be the
abstract and the body of a candidate concept page p 2 P (cn),
respectively. Let sd(p) be the short description accompany-
ing the link to p in dp(cn). Let tf(pt, t) be the number of
times a page title pt appears in text t. The page p 2 P (cn) to
replace dp(cn) would have the highest ranking score:

⌃pt2PT (cn)(↵ · tf(pt, abstr(p)) + � · tf(pt, body(p))
+ � · tf(pt, sd(p))) ,

(1)

where ↵,�, � 2 [0, 1] are weights to be tuned, and are empir-
ically set to ↵ = 0.8,� = 0.5, � = 1.0 in our experiments.

Secondly, a retrieved concept page can be a redirect page.
Such a page simply forwards the reader to another page with-
out providing any other information. Therefore, to acquire the
description of the desired concept, a retrieved redirect page
will be replaced by the page it is redirected to.

For instance, the redirect page Feoffment matches the ques-
tion in Fig. 1 and is retrieved. It is then replaced by the page
it is redirected to, namely Feudalism, which is a disambigua-
tion page as shown in Fig. 3. Among the three disambiguated
concept pages, Feudalism (in China) is selected to replace the
disambiguation page because its contents and short descrip-
tion in the disambiguation page mention many other concepts
appearing in the question, such as the Zhou dynasty.

Retrieving Quote Pages
Quotes in q, like the one in Fig. 1, can give clues about q.
They widely exist in Chinese, politics, geography, and his-
tory tests in Gaokao. However, quotes are often written in
Classical Chinese, which is difficult to understand by speak-
ers of modern Chinese and the computer because it uses dif-
ferent lexical items, and appears extremely concise and am-
biguous. Apart from a quote itself, the context out of which
the quote has been used may also provide useful knowledge
for answering q. Such contextual information can be acquired
from Wikipedia pages whose contents contain an exact match
of the quote, called a quote page. Specifically, in the stem sq ,
text in (angle) quotation marks are identified as quotes. A
quote page that matches the largest (non-zero) number of
these quotes is retrieved, denoted by pQ(sq). Each option
o 2 Oq is processed analogously, resulting in pQ(o); in par-
ticular, if o does not contain (angle) quotation marks, it as a
whole will be treated as a quote to retrieve pQ(o) because in
this case (angle) quotation marks may be omitted.

For instance, the contents of the page King Cheng of Zhou

match the quote in Fig. 1, and it is retrieved as pQ(sq).

2.2 Ranking and Filtering Pages
Let PR(sq), PR(o),PR(Oq) be the sets of concept and quote
pages retrieved based on sq , o 2 Oq , and Oq , respectively:

PR(sq) = PC(sq) [ {pQ(sq)} ,
PR(o) = PC(o) [ {pQ(o)} ,

PR(Oq) =

[

o2Oq

PR(o) .
(2)

Some of these pages are not truly useful for answering q,
but contain noise information that may negatively affect the
subsequent stage of our approach. We develop three ranking

strategies to filter them out: centrality-based, domain-based,
and relevance-based.

Centrality-based Strategy
Each question q usually focuses on one particular theme. We
represent the theme of q by the center of all the n retrieved
pages (n = |PR(sq) [ PR(Oq)|) in a vector space, and rank
pages according to the cosine similarity between them and
the center. Formally, each retrieved page pi is represented by
a vector F (pi), and is ranked by

cosine(F (pi),
1

n

nX

j=1

F (pj)

kF (pj)k
) . (3)

In the following, we discuss three ways of defining F (pi):
FW

(pi), FL
(pi), and FC

(pi). Their effectiveness will be
compared in the experiments.

Firstly, we consider the words that occur in the contents
of pi. Each dimension of the vector corresponds to a separate
word wj , and its value is the term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF-IDF) weight of wj :

FW
j (pi) = tf(wj , pi) ⇤ (1 + log

N

1 + dfW (wj)
) , (4)

where tf(wj , pi) is the number of times wj occurs in the con-
tents of pi, dfW (wj) is the number of Wikipedia pages where
wj occurs, and N is the total number of Wikipedia pages.

Secondly, we consider the links to other pages in pi. Each
dimension of the vector corresponds to a separate link lj , and
its value is computed in a way similar to TF-IDF in Eq. (4):

FL
j (pi) = lf(lj , pi) ⇤ (1 + log

N

1 + dfL(lj)
) , (5)

where lf(lj , pi) is the number of times lj occurs in pi, dfL(lj)
is the number of Wikipedia pages where lj occurs, and N is
the total number of Wikipedia pages.

Thirdly, we consider the categories that pi belongs to, en-
abled by Wikipedia’s category system. Each dimension of the
vector corresponds to a separate category cj , and its value is
computed in a way inspired by the IDF part in Eq. (4):

FC
j (pi) = 1 + log

N

1 + dfC(cj)
, (6)

where dfC(cj) is the number of Wikipedia pages belonging
to cj or any of cj’s descendant categories, and N is the total
number of Wikipedia pages.

Domain-based Strategy
When q is known to be in a specific domain like history,
Wikipedia’s category system can be used to filter out the re-
trieved pages not belonging to any historical categories. His-
torical categories consist of all the categories whose names
contain the word history, and their descendant categories.

Relevance-based Strategy
A retrieved page that is useful for answering q should be rel-
evant to both the stem sq and the options Oq . To measure
relevance, we represent sq , Oq , and each retrieved page pi by
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word vectors FW weighted by Eq. (4). Depending on the part
of q based on which pi is retrieved, pi is ranked by

�s · cosine(FW
(pi), F

W
(Oq))

+ �o · cosine(FW
(pi), F

W
(sq)) ,

(7)

in which

�s =

⇢
1 if pi 2 PR(sq),
0 otherwise,

�o =

⇢
1 if pi 2 PR(Oq),
0 otherwise.

(8)

In the experiments, we will test the effectiveness of the
three strategies and their combination, and explore an appro-
priate number of top-ranked pages to keep.

2.3 Assessing Options
Let PF (sq) ✓ PR(sq) and PF (o) ✓ PR(o) be the subsets
of pages that remain after filtering by using a combination of
the aforementioned strategies. Based on that, the truth of an
option o 2 Oq is assessed according to the extent to which
q together with the contents of PF (sq) and PF (o) can entail
that o is the correct answer to q. The option in Oq that is most
likely to be true will be selected as the answer to q.

We decompose the entailment into two parts:
• the extent to which a combination of sq and o can be

entailed from sq and PF (sq), and
• the extent to which a combination of sq and o can be

entailed from o and PF (o).
By assuming independence of factors within each side of the
entailment and then canceling common factors on both sides,
it suffices to measure

• the extent to which o can be entailed from PF (sq), and
• the extent to which sq can be entailed from PF (o).
We transform the above entailment into relevance measure-

ment. We represent sq , each option o 2 Oq , and each re-
trieved page pi by word vectors FW weighted by Eq. (4). We
assess the truth of o according to the following scores:

ScoreO(o) = cosine(FW
(o),

X

pi2PF (sq)

FW
(pi)) ,

ScoreS(o) = cosine(FW
(sq),

X

pi2PF (o)

FW
(pi)) .

(9)

If PF (sq) = ; (or PF (o) = ;), the second item in cosine has
to be replaced by FW

(sq) (or FW
(o)).

In the experiments, we will test the effectiveness of
ScoreO, ScoreS , and their combination.

3 Experiments
3.1 Dataset
We evaluated our approach based on real-life questions ap-
pearing in recent history tests in Beijing. Specifically,
577 multiple-choice questions (each with four options, in-
cluding a known correct answer) were collected: 101 from
10 history tests in Gaokao from 2005 to 2014, and 476 from
50 history tests in mock Gaokao from 2012 to 2015. Three
human experts were invited to collectively answer those ques-
tions only based on the contents of Chinese Wikipedia pages
(dump on 20141105). As a result,

• 123 questions (21.32%), denoted by QS-A, could be suc-
cessfully answered, i.e., the experts could leverage the
contents of some Wikipedia pages to entail the correct
answer to each of those questions;

• 454 questions (78.68%), denoted by QS-B, went beyond
the scope of Wikipedia, and could not be correctly an-
swered without referring to the contents of history text-
books or other resources.

Both QS-A and QS-B were used to evaluate our approach
to answering questions. QS-A was also used to separately
evaluate the first stage (i.e., retrieving pages) and the second
stage (i.e., ranking and filtering pages) of the approach. To
this end, for each question in QS-A, the experts were asked
to provide a minimal set of Wikipedia pages they used to
entail the correct answer, as a gold standard for evaluation.
They provided a total of 345 pages, or 2.80 per question. On
the one hand, for 46 questions (37.40%), human experts cor-
rectly answered each of them based on the contents of only
1 page. On the other hand, for 4 questions (6.50%), they re-
quired 8 pages for answering each of them.

We have made our dataset online accessible to the research
community3.

3.2 Metrics
To evaluate the first and the second stage of our approach
based on QS-A, let G be the set of gold-standard pages used
by the experts to entail the correct answer to a question, and
let A be the set of pages found by an automatic approach. We
measure the precision (P ), recall (R), and F-score (F ) of A:

P =

|G \A|
|A| R =

|G \A|
|G| F = 2 · P ·R

P +R
. (10)

To evaluate our full approach based on QS-A and QS-B,
we calculate the accuracy of question answering, namely the
percentage of correctly answered questions.

3.3 Results
Retrieving Pages
In Algorithm 1, we used a stopword list consisting of the
widely used HIT’s list, five domain-specific stopwords, and
all the single characters. The algorithm retrieved 2,383 con-
cept pages for the questions in QS-A, or 19.37 per question.
We randomly selected and manually checked 200 of them;
only 13 matches (6.50%) were incorrect due to inaccurate
boundaries, demonstrating the effectiveness of the algorithm.

Among the retrieved concept pages, 151 (6.34%) were dis-
ambiguation pages, 91 of which were replaced by correct dis-
ambiguated concept pages. Among incorrect replacement,
23 were due to not-on-the-list; that is, Wikipedia provided
a short description of the correct concept in the disambigua-
tion page without creating a separate page for it or linking to
that page (as illustrated by Feudalism (in Japan) in Fig. 3), so
that correct replacement was impossible.

Finally, as shown in Table 1, compared with the gold stan-
dard for the questions in QS-A, the retrieved concept pages
achieved an average recall of 0.807, showing satisfactory

3http://ws.nju.edu.cn/gaokao/ijcai-16/GaokaoHistory577.xml
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Table 1: Quality of Unfiltered Concept and Quote Pages
Precision Recall F-score

Concept pages 0.184 0.807 0.278
Quote pages 0.256 0.229 0.228
Their union 0.176 0.832 0.272

Table 2: Accuracy of Question Answering
QS-A QS-B

ScoreO 31.71% 22.91%
ScoreS 36.59% 30.84%
ScoreO + ScoreS 43.09% 31.28%
baseline (random) 25.00% 25.00%

completeness of the results, though the precision was very
low, indicating the necessity of ranking and filtering pages in
the second stage of our approach.

The total number of quote pages retrieved for the questions
in QS-A was 244, or 1.98 per question. As shown in Table 1,
they formed an effective complement to concept pages; their
union achieved a higher recall of 0.832.

Ranking and Filtering Pages
We tested various combinations of the proposed strategies
for ranking and filtering the retrieved concept and quote
pages. Figure 4 shows their precision-recall curves achieved
by the resulting k top-ranked pages, with k varying from 1
to 40. Among the three centrality-based strategies based
on different kinds of vectors (i.e., word, link, and cate-
gory), word vector outperformed the others. Its effective-
ness was also demonstrated by the considerable difference
between the combination of centrality-based, domain-based,
and relevance-based strategies and the combination of only
domain-based and relevance-based strategies. The former,
firstly filtering out pages not belonging to any historical cat-
egories and then ranking the remaining pages by the product
of centrality-based (using word vector) and relevance-based
ranking scores, was also the best-performing one among all
the tested combinations. In particular, it exceeded a baseline
approach that treated the text of a question as a keyword query
and ranked pages by using BM25 [Robertson et al., 1994], a
function extensively used in information retrieval.

Similar results were observed on F-scores shown in Fig. 5,
which peaked at 0.406, achieved by the aforementioned best-
performing combination when k = 6; that was noticeably
higher than the F-scores achieved by unfiltered pages shown
in Table 1 (0.228–0.278), demonstrating the effectiveness of
our ranking strategies.

Assessing Options and Answering Questions
For each question in QS-A and QS-B, based on top-ranked
pages (k = 6) given by the best-performing ranking strategy
in the previous experiment, the truth of each option was as-
sessed according to Eq. (9); the option achieving the highest
score was selected as the answer. Table 2 shows the accu-
racy of the answers. In QS-A, in which the correct answer
to each question could be entailed by the experts from some
Wikipedia pages, around one third of the questions were cor-
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Figure 4: Precision-recall curves of ranking strategies.
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Figure 5: F-scores of ranking strategies.

rectly answered solely based on ScoreO or ScoreS , outper-
forming a natural baseline approach which randomly picked
an option from four as the answer and was expected to cor-
rectly answer one fourth of the questions. Further, by combin-
ing ScoreO and ScoreS , the accuracy increased to 43.09%,
which was very encouraging as a preliminary attempt to take
up the Gaokao challenge.

In QS-B, although those questions more or less went be-
yond the scope of Wikipedia, our approach still correctly an-
swered 31.28% of them by exploiting knowledge available in
Wikipedia, notably outperforming the baseline approach.

3.4 Discussion
We analyzed the questions in QS-A on which our ranking
strategies achieved low F-scores, and found that some pages
covering a broad spectrum of historical topics (e.g., China)
were ranked high because (a) their contents overlapped with
those of many other retrieved pages and thus they were fa-
vored by our centrality-based strategy, (b) they belonged to
historical categories and were favored by our domain-based
strategy, and (c) they contained many words appearing in the
question and were favored by our relevance-based strategy.
However, the general knowledge provided by such pages was
often not truly useful for answering a specialized question in
Gaokao. It would inspire future work to not consider the con-
tents of a page as a whole in ranking but look for its small
parts that could closely match a question. In other words, one
could retrieve and rank not pages but sentences or paragraphs.

In the experiments, our approach was configured to con-
sistently use k top-ranked pages for answering every ques-
tion, whereas according to the gold standard, the number of
pages needed for entailing the correct answer to a question
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varied from 1 to 8. Therefore, it would motivate future work
to study how to automatically configure the approach to use
an appropriate k for each individual question in practice, to
avoid insufficiency of knowledge given too few pages or noise
information brought by too many pages.

Even though our approach retrieved the right pages for a
question, it could still fail to entail the correct answer due to
limitations of our entailment method based on relevance mea-
surement. Some questions required to be more profoundly
understood, e.g., expressing the negation of a fact and thus
reversing the truth of an option. Some other questions asked
about the chronological order of a set of historical events, for
which relevance measurement was not suitable. The diversity
of questions in Gaokao would call for multiple solvers, and
our approach would be just one tool in the toolbox.

We compared our approach with two baseline approaches:
a natural baseline approach to answering multiple-choice
questions by randomly picking an option as the answer, and
BM25 which was extensively used for ranking pages in in-
formation retrieval. Existing solutions to semantic pars-
ing and question answering [Kolomiyets and Moens, 2011;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant and Liang, 2014; Yih
et al., 2015] were not involved because there was a mis-
match between the type of questions they could handle (i.e.,
one-sentence-long factoid questions) and the multiple-choice
questions in Gaokao (i.e., several-sentence-long complex
questions). Besides, recent efforts to semantic parsing were
assumed to answer a question against a formal knowledge
base, whereas to the best of our knowledge, Chinese knowl-
edge bases that were freely accessible could not offer satis-
factory coverage of the knowledge needed for Gaokao.

4 Related Work
Having the computer pass entrance examinations at differ-
ent levels of education, as an increasingly hot AI challenge,
has been taken up by researchers in several countries, deal-
ing with various subjects. As an early attempt, the Project
Halo [Friedland et al., 2004] aims to create a Digital Aris-
totle that encompasses scientific knowledge and is capable
of solving complex problems. As part of this effort, the
OntoNova system [Angele et al., 2003] represents chemistry
knowledge in F-Logic and can answer formal queries regard-
ing complex chemical concepts and reactions via rule reason-
ing. Later, physics and biology knowledge is covered, and
less formal questions described in a controlled natural lan-
guage are supported [Gunning et al., 2010]. Another line of
research addresses mathematical questions described in nat-
ural language. Early attempts mainly employ hand-crafted
rules to transform natural language into formal queries that
can be processed by an inference engine [Mukherjee and
Garain, 2008]; recent efforts start to explore learning tech-
niques [Kushman et al., 2014; Hosseini et al., 2014].

The above formal methods may not be suitable for subjects
like history, which largely rely on textual knowledge. In the
Todai Robot Project [Fujita et al., 2014], a yes-no question
in history tests is converted to a set of factoid questions; their
answers and confidence values returned by an existing ques-
tion answering system are aggregated to determine the cor-

rectness of the original proposition [Kanayama et al., 2012].
A multiple-choice question in history tests is transformed
into recognizing textual entailment between a description in
Wikipedia and each option of the question [Miyao et al.,
2012]; the general idea is similar to our work. However, it
is a mere partial solution to the problem since it is not clear
which description or page should be used for entailment. By
comparison, what we present in this paper is a complete so-
lution; in particular, retrieving, ranking, and filtering concept
and quote pages is a major technical contribution of our work.

It is essential to distinguish between questions in en-
trance examinations like Gaokao and one-sentence-long fac-
toid questions handled by existing solutions to semantic pars-
ing and question answering [Kolomiyets and Moens, 2011;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant and Liang, 2014; Yih et

al., 2015]. A question in Gaokao is more complex, compris-
ing multiple sentences and requiring more sophisticated dis-
course analysis such as coreference resolution; existing tech-
niques are not ready to truly understand such a question. In
addition, such a question often includes domain-specific ex-
pressions like quotes in Classical Chinese, which are even
more difficult to understand by the computer. For these rea-
sons, existing approaches can hardly apply to Gaokao di-
rectly, though their ideas may be borrowed. To practically
meet the challenge, our three-stage approach exploits and ex-
tends information retrieval techniques, and has achieved en-
couraging results in the experiments.

5 Conclusion
We are among the first to take up the Gaokao challenge. The
challenge itself is related to many applications for computer-
aided education. In addition, it requires solving AI problems
like natural language understanding and (complex) question
answering, thereby contributing to next-generation AI appli-
cations. To meet the challenge, our approach focuses on
but is not restricted to multiple-choice questions; answering
other types of questions like fill-in-the-blank can build upon
our technique for retrieving, ranking, and filtering pages. In
future work we will explore that in history tests as well as
similar subjects like human geography, based on not only
Wikipedia but also other resources like textbooks and pages
from domain-specific websites.

Our approach can be improved in several directions. As
discussed in Sect. 3.4, we will consider retrieval and ranking
at sentence or paragraph level. We will also consider the use
of textual entailment methods [Androutsopoulos and Malaka-
siotis, 2010] for assessing the truth of an option, but have to
overcome the difficulty that a complex option may require
synthesizing information from multiple pages for entailment.
As a longer-term goal, to truly understand and correctly an-
swer a question in Gaokao, we need to integrate discourse
analysis, semantic parsing, and formal representation of do-
main knowledge.
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